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The ‘‘Asian disease’’ problem (Tversky & Kahneman, 1981) demonstrated
behaviour in contradiction to the invariance axiom of EU theory. However,
the risky choice behaviour was simply seen by the equate-to-differentiate
model as a choice between the best possible outcomes or a choice between the
worst possible outcomes. It was then argued that a way in which frame
influences choice is through the perceived difference between possible
outcomes. A ‘‘judgement’’ task was designed to examine whether the
knowledge of ‘‘the value difference between each possible outcome and the
certain outcome’’ will permit prediction of preference in the choice pattern
related to the Asian disease problem. Participants were exposed to an anthrax
disease problem (the original or probabilistic version of the Asian disease
problem) and a SARS problem (the fuzzy version of the Asian disease
problem). It was shown that the empirical evidence in relation to the Asian
disease problem could be satisfactorily accounted for by the generalised weak
dominance strategy revealed by the judgement results.
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Edwards, 1986). When a dominant alternative exists, it is unambiguously
the best alternative available and therefore no further analysis is required.
The model postulates that, in order to utilise the very intuitive or compelling
rule of weak dominance to reach a binary choice between A and B in more
general cases, the final decision is based on detecting A dominating B if there
exists at least one j such that UAj (xj) – UBj (xj) 4 0 having subjectively
treated all UAj (xj) – UBj (xj) 4 0 as UAj (xj) – UBj (xj)=0, or detecting B
dominating A if there exists at least one j such that UBj (xj) – UAj (xj) 4 0
having subjectively treated all UBj (xj) – UAj (xj) 4 0 as UBj (xj) – UAj

(xj)=0, where xj (j=1, . . ., M) is the objective value of each alternative on
Dimension j (for an axiomatic analysis, see Li, 2001).

In searching for evidence of whether the conditions governing the
framing effect can be determined, the present research began by looking
into a graphical representation of the positive and negative frames of the
Asian disease problem. Instead of distinguishing the value of an outcome
and the likelihood of an outcome separately (i.e., to represent risky choices
by using two risk dimensions, e.g., Montgomery, 1977; Ranyard, 1982;
Tversky, 1969), an amount to win (x) and a chance of winning (p),
assuming that values on the two dimensions can be varied independently),
the proposed representation decomposes each programme into two
possible outcomes (the best and the worst possible outcome dimensions),
valuing each possible outcome separately, and then determines the rank
ordering of each dimension on which the intra-dimensional comparison of




























